THE  REVOLUTION
fTHE  REVOLUTIONARY  GOVERNMENT
The Convention had just passed a Constitution based upon the
sovereignty of the people and the separation of powers; this was
now suspended till the peace, and a 'Revolutionary Government5
established in its place. This was controlled de facto by a 'Commit-
tee of Public Safety' (Comitede salut public) formed of representatives
of the people elected by the Convention, and playing very much,
the part of a ministerial council, the ministers being replaced by
commissions formed of representatives of the people. In order to
make itself obeyed, the Convention sent out 'representatives of the
people on mission3 (reprtsentants en mission), armed with full powers,
as commissaries to the armies and in the departments. These
commissaries obtained the arrest and trial of incapable or suspect
generals. They went about the departments 'purging' the adminis-
trative organs - that is, dismissing the elected members of the
local administration and replacing them by staunch partisans
designated as a rule, by the patriotic society of the town, which
was affiliated with the Jacobin Club.
As a defence against its enemies at home, the Government an-
nounced that it would 'make terror the order of the day'. It pro-
ceeded to do so throughout the whole of France by means of mass
arrests which filled the prisons, and by summary condemnations
and capital punishment; the guillotine was constantly at work on
the public squares. The victims were mainly priests, nobles, and
ladies of high birth, but also included republicans who opposed
the men in power. The Terror, reinforced in 1794 by the 'law of
the suspects', produced a profound impression and left behind
it a lasting memory which has proved damaging to the Revolu-
tion.
The financial crisis which had given rise to the Revolution
became worse and worse. Indirect taxation had been abolished,
and the direct taxes assessed by the local authorities were collected
by elected officials, who were inclined to be easy with the public
and had, moreover, no means of enforcing their demands; so that
only part of the taxes could be collected. The domains of the
clergy, which had become 'national property' (biens nationaiix),
had found a ready sale, but the payments for them were collected
with difficulty, being made by instalments and in depreciated
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